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1. How to install on casement door
Ⅰ. Install the lock body, see PIC 1, then fix up by screw
M 4X40 (4 PCS), see PIC 2
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Ⅲ. Installation complete
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Ⅱ. Install striking plate at proper height, so that the latch
can lock into the case see PIC 3,
then fix up by screw M 4X20 (2 PCS), see PIC 4
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2. How to install on sliding door
Ⅰ. Install the lock body, see PIC 5, then fix up by screw
M 4X40 (4 PCS), see PIC 6

Sliding Door
Cabinet

Step1: Mode Selection
→ Use a long pin or needle to press the reset for 1 sec
→ A (1) long beep, then five (5) single beeps, singe mode
Lock Case
→
Use a long pin or needle to press the reset for 2 sec
screw
Door wall
Door wall
M4X40
→
A
(1) beep, then five (5) double beeps, dual mode
battery
cover
Step2: Master card
→ The first card is the master card
Lock Case
Step3: User card
Alkaline battery
4XAAA
→ Use the master card touch induction zone, a beep
Distance between cabinet frame
→ Use a new card touch induction zone, user card enabled
and lock case
20MM
PIC 5
PIC 6
Note: it can set 13 user card at a time if interruption no more
Ⅱ. Install striking plate at proper height, so that the latch than 5 sec.
Low Battery
can lock into the case see PIC 7,
Eight (8) beeps after door open, then eight (8) beeps
then fix up by screw M 4X20 (2 PCS), see PIC 8
and lock keeps open. It indicates low battery and need to
19MM
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change the battery immediately.
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